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ABSTRACT

Test-suite reduction (TSR) speeds up regression testing by removing redundant tests from the test suite, thus running fewer tests in the future builds. To decide whether to use TSR or not, a developer needs some way to predict how well the reduced test suite will detect real faults in the future compared to the original test suite. Prior research evaluated the cost of TSR using only program versions with seeded faults, but such evaluations do not explicitly predict the effectiveness of the reduced test suite in future builds.

We perform the first extensive study of TSR using real test failures in (failed) builds that occurred for real code changes. We analyze 1478 failed builds from 32 GitHub projects that run their tests on Travis. Each failed build can have multiple faults, so we propose a family of mappings from test failures to faults. We use these mappings to compute Failed-Build Detection Loss (FBDL), the percentage of failed builds where the reduced test suite misses to detect all the faults detected by the original test suite. We find that FBDL can be up to 52.2%, which is higher than suggested by traditional TSR metrics. Moreover, traditional TSR metrics are not good predictors of FBDL, making it difficult for developers to decide whether to use reduced test suites.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Regression testing is the act of retesting modified software. Developers use regression testing to quickly detect code changes that introduce bugs in their code. Regression testing is commonly done on continuous integration (CI) servers in the cloud. For example, when a developer pushes some code changes to GitHub, Travis can run a build in the cloud. If the build fails due to test failures, the developer inspects the failures to find the faults that need to be fixed. Regression testing is beneficial and widely practiced, but it can be costly, because many tests run on every code change, and changes occur very frequently [48]. In addition to time, there is a monetary cost in utilizing the cloud resources [36].

Researchers investigated speeding up regression testing through test-suite reduction (TSR) [18, 22, 24, 33, 34, 38, 44, 56, 66, 67, 69]. TSR identifies a subset of tests in the test suite that are redundant with respect to the remaining tests. The remaining, non-redundant tests are the reduced test suite, which is run instead of the original test suite for future builds [56]. Running the smaller, reduced test suite instead of the original test suite leads to faster builds in the future. While TSR can be performed manually [51], researchers have proposed many automated TSR techniques that systematically construct reduced test suites; Yoo and Harman [66] survey 83 papers on TSR published before 2011.

While TSR can provide great benefits, there are costs in using TSR. One cost is the time needed to perform TSR, but this cost is relatively small because TSR can be performed at a noncritical point of development, and the time to perform TSR is amortized over all future uses of the reduced test suite [56]. A more important cost, and the only one we consider in this paper, is that the reduced test suite may miss to detect faults in future builds that the original test suite could detect. When a build fails, the reduced test suite should ideally detect all the faults in the build (a failed build may have multiple faults) that the original test suite could detect, so the developers can debug and fix all the faults before rerunning the build. We define Failed-Build Detection Loss (FBDL) as the percentage of failed builds where the reduced test suite misses to detect all the faults that the original test suite detects. Before using TSR, the developer must decide whether the benefit from using a reduced test suite is worth the cost of missed future faults [56].

Since two decades ago, when Wong et al. [62] and Rothermel et al. [56] evaluated the fault-detection effectiveness reduction of TSR using program versions with seeded faults, all evaluations of TSR [66] (1) used seeded faults or mutants, (2) used only one fault...

...
seeded for each faulty version, and (3) ignored new tests added to the test suite during software evolution. It is unknown how TSR performs for real software evolution. Developers have no practical guidance to make cost-benefit decisions about TSR, and researchers have no real data for improving TSR. We present the first study of TSR on real software evolution; our study (1) uses real test failures from the CI builds of open-source projects, (2) considers multiple faults per failed build, and (3) accounts for new tests added during software evolution.

More precisely, we use the following experimental procedure to evaluate the cost and benefit of TSR. First, we collect historical failed build logs for several projects and determine which tests failed in which build. Then, for a reduced tests suite computed at an earlier reduction point, consider the mapping of failures to faults from FFMap. Our first set of experiments measure FBDL of TSR from historical builds. However, a developer needs the reduced test suite for future builds and thus needs to predict FBDL. Our second set of experiments measures how well the FBDL in future builds can be predicted. As predictors, we evaluate two traditional TSR metrics that can be collected at the reduction point [66], size reduction and test-requirements loss. Past studies measured test-requirements loss implicitly as a proxy for TSR effectiveness in the future. We are the first to explicitly evaluate these metrics to predict the quality of a reduced test suite for future, failed builds.

Our first set of experiments measure FBDL of TSR from historical builds. However, a developer needs the reduced test suite for future builds and thus needs to predict FBDL. Our second set of experiments measures how well the FBDL in future builds can be predicted. As predictors, we evaluate two traditional TSR metrics that can be collected at the reduction point [66], size reduction and test-requirements loss. Past studies measured test-requirements loss implicitly as a proxy for TSR effectiveness in the future. We are the first to explicitly evaluate these metrics to predict the quality of a reduced test suite for future, failed builds.

We present the first extensive study evaluating (1) the FBDL of TSR in real-world software evolution and (2) the power of various TSR metrics to predict the FBDL of TSR. No prior research has studied TSR with respect to real code changes and builds. One key challenge was to obtain a dataset with the build logs from many projects. While some companies have such logs [25, 61], most open-source projects did not have them readily available. However, increasingly many open-source projects on GitHub [7], the most popular hosting platform for open-source projects [14, 17, 19, 20], utilize Travis [11] to run tests. The usage of Travis [37] allows creating such a dataset [16]. We analyze 1478 failed builds (from a total of 27461 builds) from Travis for 32 GitHub projects written in Java and using the Maven build system. For each project, we first create reduced test suites using several TSR techniques from the literature at multiple reduction points and compute the FBDL of each reduced test suite for each mapping from FFMap. We then compute the predictor metrics for each reduced test suite and evaluate how well they predict FBDL.

The results show that FBDL is quite high, up to 52.2%, using the most “pessimistic” mapping of failures to faults from FFMap. Moreover, we find that the traditional metrics used to evaluate TSR are not good predictors of FBDL; the low correlation between these metrics and FBDL suggests that a developer cannot trust these metrics to predict FBDL. Because the traditional TSR metrics are not good predictors, we propose a new predictor, historical FBDL computed on historical failed build logs to predict the FBDL of future failed builds; while the historical FBDL is a better predictor than the other predictors, it is still not a good predictor.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- **Empirical Study**: We perform the first extensive study of TSR using real historical builds and test failures.
- **Novel Mappings**: We propose FFMap, a family of mappings from test failures to faults, for evaluating FBDL.
- **New Predictor**: We propose historical FBDL as a predictor of future FBDL, which performs better than traditional metrics computed for the reduced test suite.

In sum, our results confirm important concerns about TSR [56, 57, 66]. Developers need to exercise great caution when deciding to use TSR, because the FBDL of reduced test suites can be high, and the available predictors of FBDL are not very effective. While our proposed historical FBDL predictor performs better than the others, it is still not highly reliable. Researchers considering TSR need to develop (1) TSR techniques that have lower FBDL, (2) TSR techniques that result in reduced test suites that are more predictable, and/or (3) new predictors that can more reliably predict the FBDL of the reduced test suites in future builds. On a positive note, TSR has the potential to be useful. We find that a large percentage of tests never failed: performing an “oracular” TSR that is aware of all the failed tests in the future, we could have a reduced test suite consisting only of future failed tests, whose size is on average only ~20% of the original test-suite size, yet misses no regression fault in future builds.

## 2 Example

We present one example that illustrates how developers would apply TSR in their project and how to evaluate the effectiveness of the reduced test suite. Consider the caelum/vraptor4 GitHub project, “A web MVC action-based framework […] for fast and maintainable Java development” [5]. This project uses Travis, a cloud-based continuous-integration system, to build and run tests for every push [12]. Through our large-scale study, we identified 1939 build logs for this project from Travis, and 124 of those were failed builds. Intuitively, when developers of caelum/vraptor4 consider whether to apply TSR, they would need to consider the trade-off between the benefit of removing some number of tests and the cost of missing future faults due to removing the tests.

Assume the developer chooses the commit b2437ab1 [1] as the reduction point for performing TSR. At this reduction point, the original test suite had 753 tests1. Coverage-based TSR using the Greedy algorithm [24, 40] finds that 419 of those tests are redundant and can be removed, so only 334 are kept in the reduced test suite, giving a test-suite size reduction of 44.4% (the ratio of tests from the original test suite kept in the reduced test suite).

Given a reduced test suite and its corresponding original test suite, we categorize each failed test in a future failed build based on

---

1 The term test refers to either a test method or a test class; we discuss later how the PIT tool produces information at the level of test methods or classes.
We describe how we measure any change that broke all nine tests with a test suite that detects all faults in the code. If a failed build is due to only one fault, as is commonly evaluated in prior TSR studies that used one seeded fault per version, FFMap is the correct mapping.

When a failed build is due to only one fault, as is commonly evaluated in prior TSR studies that used one seeded fault per version, FFMap is the correct mapping.

We develop a family of mappings from test failures to faults, called Failure-to-Fault Map (FFMap). The different mappings are based on heuristics for how likely certain groupings of failed tests are due to the same fault. The first mapping, FFMap0, is the most "optimistic" and maps every test failure to the same fault, so any test failure detects all the faults. This mapping is the same one used in seminal experiments of TSR [56, 62]. The second mapping, FFMap1, maps failed tests from the same (Java) package to the same fault(s). The third mapping, FFMap2, maps failed tests from the same class to the same fault(s). The final mapping, FFMap3, is the most "pessimistic" mapping and maps each test failure to its own unique fault, so all test failures are needed to detect all faults. Rothermel et al. [56] also mention potentially using this mapping for TSR evaluations, but they ultimately did not use it as their experiments are such that there was one seeded fault per program version.

### 3.1 Failure-to-Fault Map

We develop a family of mappings from test failures to faults, called Failure-to-Fault Map (FFMap). The different mappings are based on heuristics for how likely certain groupings of failed tests are due to the same fault. The first mapping, FFMap0, is the most "optimistic" and maps every test failure to the same fault, so any test failure detects all the faults. This mapping is the same one used in seminal experiments of TSR [56, 62]. The second mapping, FFMap1, maps failed tests from the same (Java) package to the same fault(s). The third mapping, FFMap2, maps failed tests from the same class to the same fault(s). The final mapping, FFMap3, is the most "pessimistic" mapping and maps each test failure to its own unique fault, so all test failures are needed to detect all faults. Rothermel et al. [56] also mention potentially using this mapping for TSR evaluations, but they ultimately did not use it as their experiments are such that there was one seeded fault per program version.

### 3.2 Classifying Failed Builds

Using the different FFMap mappings, we define which failed builds are considered a miss-build. Given a reduced test suite from some reduction point, we find every failed build after that point, classify its failed tests, and finally classify the entire failed build based on its failed tests. We assume that whenever the original test suite passed, then the reduced test suite would have also passed. This assumption can break due to test-order dependencies [15, 64] or other causes of flakiness [46, 48], but it does hold in a vast majority of cases [64].

With respect to a reduced test suite (and its corresponding original test suite) from an early, passed commit, we give a classification for each failed test from a future, failed build. Each failed test is classified as: (1) REMOVED: the test existed in the original test suite but was not in the reduced test suite; (2) KEPT: the test existed in the original test suite and was kept in the reduced test suite; (3) NEW: the test did not exist in the original test suite and is newly added between the reduction point and the failed build. We assume the test suite evolves by adding all new tests into the reduced test suite, and we consider such new test failures.
Based on the classification of failed tests in a failed build, we classify the failed build into one of the six classifications: DefMiss, LikelyMiss, SamePack, SameCl, Hit, and NewOnly (listed in order of “badness”). Table 1 shows how we classify entire builds based on the number of Removed, Kept, and New tests. We present the build classifications in the order that is the easiest to understand.

**DefMiss Builds.** A DefMiss build is one in which the reduced test suite definitely cannot detect all the fault(s) that the original test suite would detect, no matter what FMap mapping is used. We classify a build as DefMiss if all of the failed tests are Removed, i.e., the only tests that fail are tests that would have been removed from the reduced test suite, so the build would have not even failed if using the reduced test suite.

**Hit Builds.** In contrast to a DefMiss build where the reduced test suite fails to detect any fault, a Hit build is one where the reduced test suite detects all the faults that the original test suite would detect, no matter what FMap mapping is used. We classify a build as Hit if none of the failed tests are classified as Removed and at least one failed test is classified as Kept. The number of New tests does not matter.

**NewOnly Builds.** We classify a build as NewOnly if all the failed tests are classified as New. In these builds, neither the reduced test suite nor the original test suite detect any fault. If the reduced test suite is modified such that all new tests are added into the reduced test suite, a NewOnly build would not be a miss-build.

**In Between** Builds. When a build has a mix of Removed and Kept/New tests, it is less clear if the failed build is a miss-build or not. While the reduced test suite would have failed on the build, at least one failed test would have been removed, so we cannot easily establish whether the reduced test suite would have detected all the faults. These builds can be miss-builds based on which FMap mapping is used. We classify such builds into three separate (sub)classifications. A build is SameCl if each Removed test is from the same class as some Kept/New test. The intuition is that failed tests from the same class likely detect the same fault (as illustrated in Section 2). A build is SamePack if it is not SameCl but each Removed test is from the same package as some Kept/New test. The reasoning is similar as for SameCl. All remaining builds are LikelyMiss, i.e., at least one failed Removed test does not share the same package (thus not the same class) as any Kept/New test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Build classification based on failed tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Failed Tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Kept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#New</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Computing FBDL

With the failed builds classified, we compute which of those failed builds are miss-builds based on the FMap mapping used. FBDL values for mappings FMapS, FMapP, FMapC, and FMapU are called FBDLs, FBDLP, FBDLC, and FBDLU, respectively.

For FBDLs, a miss-build is a failed build classified as DefMiss, because the reduced test suite does not contain any of the failed tests in that build. For FBDLP, a miss-build is a failed build classified as DefMiss or LikelyMiss, because the reduced test suite removed failed tests from different packages. For FBDLC, a miss-build is a failed build classified as DefMiss, LikelyMiss, or SamePack, because the reduced test suite removed failed tests from different classes. Finally, for FBDLU, a miss-build is a failed build classified as DefMiss, LikelyMiss, SamePack, or SameCl (i.e., only failed builds classified as Hit or NewOnly are not miss-builds), because at least one failed test is in the reduced test suite.

4 METHODOLOGY

For our evaluation of TSR, we need to obtain a dataset of projects, passed builds where we can apply TSR, and failed builds that we can use to compute the FBDL of the reduced test suites. We then evaluate if there are good predictors of FBDL. We model our experimental setup for evaluating TSR in a manner that simulates the approach by which developers could use TSR (Section 2).

4.1 Projects and Failures

To determine what projects to use for our experimental evaluation, we started with the dataset provided by TravisTorrent [16]. This dataset includes a large number of build logs harvested from Travis for a variety of projects from GitHub. We filtered the TravisTorrent dataset to obtain a set of Java projects that use Maven. We focus on projects that use Maven because we rely on the PIT mutation testing tool [10] (Section 4.3) to obtain code coverage and mutation results. As in previous research for coverage-based TSR, we use mutants to measure the loss of reduced test suites as a part of our evaluation. We also use mutants as a different test-requirement for mutant-based TSR (Section 4.3). We decided to use PIT because it is robust and increasingly used in research [21, 28, 30, 45, 58, 59].

We aim to analyze projects with a non-trivial number of failed builds, because we want a representative sample of failed builds per project. A small number of failed builds would lead to only a few possible values for FBDL (e.g., if a project has only one failed build, then the FBDL is either 0% or 100%). We found projects that have over 20 failed builds that Travis marks as either “failed” or “errored” (because both kinds can have failed tests) and at least one passed build. We considered only the builds that are either a pull request for the master branch or a direct push into that branch. We focused on the master branch because (1) missing failures on it is the most problematic for the project, (2) the master branch has a linear history, so we can precisely determine whether a reduced test suite from some reduction point could have been propagated to a build at another point, and (3) the master branch is more likely to have commits available for reproducing runs. We obtained 144 projects that satisfy these requirements.

4.2 Reduction Points

We attempted to rerun old builds, going back to commits from 2013. While we need not rerun the failed builds (because TSR can be evaluated from failed tests, which can be determined from logs as described in Section 4.4), we do need to rerun some passed builds to perform TSR and evaluate test-requirements loss. However, reproducing old builds (even just compiling the code) is challenging for many reasons (e.g., changing Java version, missing dependencies, different environment). We created a Docker [6] image similar to the one used by Travis [13]. (Travis does not make public their actual Docker image.) We aimed for multiple reduction points for
each project so we can study (1) the effects of newly added tests on the results and (2) whether the distance from the reduction point to the failed build affects the FBDL.

We first tried to reproduce a very early passed build for each project. Specifically, for each of the initially selected 144 projects, we found from the TravisTorrent dataset the earliest 10 passed builds whose commits could still be checked out from the GitHub repository. We checked out these commits and tried to reproduce the passed build by building the project in our Docker image using the commands specified in the project’s .travis.yml file. For the earliest passed build of those 10 builds, we used its commit as a candidate point for TSR. If none of the earliest 10 builds for a project passed, we excluded that project. We were left with 51 projects.

For each of these 51 projects, we further searched for more commits on which we could reproduce passed builds to use as candidate points for TSR. Travis has many passed builds for each project. Ideally, we would evaluate TSR using all the passed builds, but given limited time and resources, we did not try them all. We searched for the builds that ran right before a failed build. Selecting these builds as reduction points and then evaluating FBDL on all the failed builds after each point gives us (1) a diverse range of commit distances from the reduction point to the failed build and (2) a diverse number of newly added tests. Specifically, for each failed build, we took up to 3 passed builds (whose commits can be checked out) right before that failed build. Each reproducible passed build provided a candidate point.

We aimed to analyze TSR for test suites with a non-trivial number of tests. We chose 10 test methods (as reported by Surefire) as the threshold. We excluded the reduction points with fewer tests, obtaining 875 candidate reduction points for 51 projects.

### 4.3 Test-Suite Reduction

For each commit that is a candidate reduction point, we attempted to perform TSR. We used PIT [10] to obtain coverage matrices that map individual tests to lines they cover. PIT most often reports this mapping from test methods to lines covered, but in some cases (e.g., when a test class has a @BeforeClass annotation), PIT can only map the test classes to lines covered (e.g., for the test class GraphHopperServletIT in graphhopper/graphhopper). When we refer to a test in a suite, we mean either the test method or the test class that PIT reports as tests. For each project, we counted the number of these tests reported by PIT.

For some commits, PIT failed to collect coverage, either crashing altogether or having some test fail while collecting coverage even though it passed without collecting coverage (e.g., the test may be flaky [46, 48]). We filtered such commits from further analysis. Moreover, if PIT reported fewer than 10 tests in the original test suite for some commit, we filtered those commits.

For the remaining commits, we first performed coverage-based TSR. Following the traditional TSR literature [24, 66], we implemented four different TSR algorithms: Greedy [40], GE [22], GRE [23], and HGS [34]. These four algorithms are widely used in prior work on TSR [58, 59, 66, 67, 69]. All four algorithms start from an empty reduced test suite and incrementally add tests from the original test suite into the reduced test suite based on different heuristics, resulting in a (smaller) reduced test suite that still satisfies all the test-requirements satisfied by the original test suite. We applied each algorithm with the line-coverage information on each reduction point to create coverage-based reduced test suites. We excluded any reduced test suite that was the same as the original test suite. If we excluded all reduction points for a project, then we removed the project. We obtained 32 projects with 321 reduction points.

We also used PIT to collect what tests kill which mutants. We used all 16 mutation operators available in PIT, including the experimental ones [9]. Because mutation testing can be expensive, we limited PIT to run mutation testing up to 12 hours per reduction point. PIT times out or crashes on 95 reduction points, and we excluded them from any further analysis that involves mutants, which can result in excluding even entire projects from some analyses. We computed mutant-detection loss as traditionally done to evaluate coverage-based TSR at the reduction point [56, 57]. Moreover, we applied mutant-based TSR [49, 58] to construct reduced test suites that kill all mutants as the original test suites. We performed mutant-based TSR also using the same four TSR algorithms.

### 4.4 Extracting Failed Tests

We did not collect test failures by rerunning failed builds because rerunning old builds is challenging, as mentioned for passed builds. From the logs of failed builds, we needed to extract the names of the failed tests. For each build, the TravisTorrent dataset already provides the names of some failed tests extracted from the build logs. However, our sampling found that the test names in TravisTorrent were often not properly extracted. We patched the TravisTorrent analyzer for finding failed tests to extract the fully qualified test names more correctly. This extraction requires the complete textual logs for each build, and we harvested these build logs ourselves from Travis. We harvested all the logs since the first build of each project on Travis. Sometimes the build failed such that no failed test is reported in the log, e.g., the build failed in the compilation phase. For our further analysis, we only considered the failed builds where the failed test names are in the log. As a result, the analysis for some projects includes fewer than 20 failed builds.

A seemingly trivial but actually tricky aspect when extracting failed test names is to match the names of tests from the reduction point and the failed build. PIT provides tests that are sometimes test methods and sometimes test classes. Likewise, the reported failed tests from the Travis build logs are sometimes test methods and sometimes test classes. Our matching is as follows. If the failed test is a test method, then it matches either the exact same name or the test class of the test method in the original test suite. If the failed test is a test class, then it matches either the exact same name or any test method from the same class in the original test suite. If the matching finds the name, the test is REMOVED or KEPT; otherwise, it is NEW. We do not consider test names as they are not frequent in test evolution [51], and method names are hard to track in general [52, 60]. Note that when a failed test in a future build has the same name as a test at the reduction point, the developer may have actually modified the test body between the reduction point and the failed build.

### 4.5 Predicting FBDL

We want to evaluate the predictive power of traditional TSR metrics that can be generated at the reduction point. We utilize a linear
regression model to see if there is a linear correlation between the predictor and FBDL. The linear regression model outputs an $R^2$ value, ranging from 0 to 1, and we are looking for an $R^2$ value larger than 0.7, showing strong linear correlation [31]. The $p$-value then shows statistical significance (the lower the better).

In case the predictor is not linearly correlated with FBDL, we also evaluate using Kendall-$\tau_b$ rank correlation, which outputs a $\tau_b$ value ranging from -1 to 1, where a negative value indicates negative correlation and a positive value indicates positive correlation. The higher the absolute value, the better the correlation, and we are again looking for an absolute value greater than 0.7, showing strong correlation [31]. There is also a $p$-value for statistical significance.

### 4.6 Summary of Analyzed Projects

Table 2 shows a summary of the 32 projects: the short ID to be used later, the GitHub user/repo "slug", the total number of builds, the number of failed builds, the average number of failed tests per failed build, the number of reduction points, the average size (i.e., the number of tests) of the test suite at the reduction points, the reduced test-suite size (relative to the original test-suite size) for coverage-based TSR using four TSR algorithms, the mutant-detection loss of the coverage-based reduced test suites, the reduced test-suite size (relative to the original test-suite size) for mutant-based TSR using four TSR algorithms, and the coverage loss of the mutant-based reduced test suites. The tabulated mean±std.dev. values are across all reduction points and all four algorithms. The cells with "t/o" mark the cases where PIT did not complete mutation testing. The overall summary numbers are: (1) the average size reduction ("Red.Size"), 51.9% and 61.1% for coverage- and mutant-based TSR, respectively, indicate that almost half of the tests are redundant with respect to those criteria; and (2) the average mutant-detection loss, 2.7%, shows that, at the reduction points, coverage-based TSR results in only slightly fewer mutants killed than the original test suite; likewise, the average coverage loss, 2.2%, shows that mutant-based TSR results in very little coverage loss compared to the original test suite.

### 5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Our evaluation aims to answer the following research questions:

**RQ1** What is the FBDL of TSR in real software evaluation?

**RQ2** How well can the FBDL of TSR be predicted?

**RQ3** How does distance from TSR reduction point affect FBDL?

The goal of RQ1 is to measure the FBDL of TSR, which has not been done before for real-world software evolution. The goal of RQ2 is to see whether FBDL can be predicted well: if the FBDL is high but can be predicted, the developer can still make a cost-benefit analysis about using the reduced test suite. The goal of RQ3 is related to prediction: if a longer distance from a reduction point leads to worse FBDL, the developer can make an informed decision to stop using the reduced test suite.

### 5.1 RQ1: FBDL

Figures 1 and 2 show FBDL, $\Delta$FBDL, $\Delta$FBDL$_C$, and $\Delta$FBDL$_F$ for each project using coverage-based Greedy TSR and mutant-based HGS TSR, respectively. For each project, we compute each metric for each reduction point and then average (using arithmetic mean) across all reduction points; the Avg column shows the averages across
all projects. The bars overlap the metric values for each project, as FBDL cannot decrease going from FBDL$_S$ to FBDL$_U$. The top, respectively bottom, half of each figure shows FBDL computed including, respectively excluding, NewOnly builds.

For example, for P3 in Figure 1 the FBDL percentages of FBDL$_S$, FBDL$_P$, FBDL$_C$, and FBDL$_U$ are 1.4%, 1.4%, 1.4%, and 50.5%, respectively. Excluding the NewOnly builds, the percentages are 2.2%, 2.2%, 2.2%, and 75.2%, respectively. For this case, test-suite size reduction (average of 44.2% kept; Table 2 shows 44.1% average over all four algorithms) may be worth it as FBDL$_S$, FBDL$_P$, and FBDL$_C$ are rather low. However, if the developer believes that each test failure detects a unique fault, then based on FBDL$_U$, the reduction may not be worth it.

Figure 2 shows the breakdown per project for mutant-based TSR and has no data for five projects because PIT could not collect mutation testing results for those projects (Section 4.3). In P3, the percentages of FBDL$_S$, FBDL$_P$, FBDL$_C$, and FBDL$_U$ are 0.5%, 2.0%, 2.6%, and 49.7%, respectively. Excluding NewOnly, the percentages are 0.7%, 2.9%, 3.8%, and 73.9%, respectively. The developer may reach similar conclusions on whether or not to use the mutant-based reduced test suite for P3 as with the coverage-based one.

The two figures show the results for only one of four TSR algorithms for each criterion, coverage- and mutant-based. The distributions are visually similar for the same TSR criterion for the other three TSR algorithms (not shown for space reasons). Table 3 shows the overall averages for each FBDL for all TSR algorithms, computed excluding NewOnly builds. This table allows comparing percentages across the two criteria, as the percentages are averaged across the builds that are in common between coverage- and mutant-based TSR techniques. (Recall from Section 4.3 that PIT fails to produce mutation testing results for 95 reduction points.)

We use a statistical analysis to compare each pair of algorithms for the same criterion, e.g., comparing coverage-based Greedy and coverage-based HGS. Because different FBDL are computed based on the classification of individual failed builds, we focus on comparing those classifications. Specifically, we use the Student’s paired $t$-test to compare the ratio of builds classified in the same category, e.g., DefMiss. We find that the $p$-value ranges from 0.12 to 0.99 for coverage-based TSR, and from 0.25 to 0.94 for mutant-based TSR. Such high $p$-values fail to reject the null hypothesis that the reduced test suites from any pair of algorithms for the same criterion are from the same distribution for any failed build classification. While failing to reject the null hypothesis does not imply accepting it, all four algorithms likely behave the same for the same TSR criterion.

### Table 3: Averages of FBDL for different TSR techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>FBDL$_S$</th>
<th>FBDL$_P$</th>
<th>FBDL$_C$</th>
<th>FBDL$_U$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greedy</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
<td>27.4%</td>
<td>28.9%</td>
<td>52.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>22.8%</td>
<td>29.1%</td>
<td>45.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRE</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
<td>30.6%</td>
<td>47.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGS</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
<td>29.1%</td>
<td>48.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mut</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>36.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>34.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRE</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>36.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGS</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>35.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We evaluate the predictive power of three metrics that can be measured on the reduced test suite when it is created: two metrics traditionally used for reduced test suites [66] and one new metric we propose based on historical FBDL. To focus evaluation on TSR and coverage loss for mutant-based TSR. Researchers commonly estimate the effectiveness of reduced test suites at the reduction point with very high $p$-values. Overall, these results show that size reduction at the reduction point does not correlate well with future FBDL and cannot well predict FBDL.

We further compare the four TSR algorithms by viewing the accuracy/overlap of classifications for each pair of algorithms for each project. The average overlap across all projects and all pairs of algorithms ranges from 0.87 to 0.94 for coverage-based TSR and from 0.95 to 0.98 for mutant-based TSR. Because the overlap of failed builds that are classified the same between algorithms using the same criterion is so high, we show detailed classification results for only one representative TSR algorithm, Greedy for coverage (Figure 1) and HGS for mutants (Figure 2).

Later analyses we show are only for those two TSR techniques.

We finally evaluate the correlation between pairs of FBDL variants (for the same TSR criterion and algorithm) using Kendall-$\tau_b$ rank correlation for each reduced test suite. The correlation among FBDL$_{S}$, FBDL$_{P}$, and FBDL$_{C}$ is rather high, with $\tau_b$ ranging from 0.69 to 0.98, all with $p < 0.0001$. However, FBDL$_{U}$ is not as correlated with the other FBDL values, with $\tau_b$ ranging from 0.29 to 0.80, with most less than 0.6, all with $p < 0.0001$.

**A1:** In sum, the FBDL cost of TSR is rather high, with a lower bound of 9.5% (based on FBDL$_{S}$) and an upper bound of 52.2% (based on FBDL$_{U}$ and excluding NewONLY builds).

### 5.2 RQ2: Predicting FBDL

We evaluate the predictive power of three metrics that can be measured on the reduced test suite when it is created: two metrics traditionally used for reduced test suites [66] and one new metric we propose based on historical FBDL. To focus evaluation on predicting FBDL due to tests removed from the original test suite, we exclude NewONLY builds; their failed tests did not exist at the reduction point and could not have been removed.

#### 5.2.1 Test-Suite Size Reduction

Researchers commonly estimate the benefit of TSR by measuring the size of the reduced test suite relative to the size of the original test suite: the smaller the reduced test suite, the faster the build would be when using the reduced test suite. We evaluate size reduction as a predictor of FBDL. Intuitively, the more tests are kept in the reduced test suite, the less likely the reduced test suite results in a miss-build.

Figure 3 shows a scatter plot relating the size reduction and the FBDL$_{U}$ for each coverage-based Greedy reduced test suite. We show the prediction for FBDL$_{U}$ because size reduction predicts FBDL$_{U}$ the best. The plot includes the linear regression line. $R^2 = 0.45$, with $p < 0.0001$, suggests a weak linear fit; $\tau_b = -0.41$, with $p < 0.0001$, suggests a weak negative correlation. For the other FBDL variants, $R^2$ ranges from 0.94 to 0.23, all with $p < 0.0001$, and $\tau_b$ ranges from -0.23 to -0.34, all with $p < 0.0001$.

There are similar trends for mutant-based TSR. For mutant-based HGS reduced test suites, we see size reduction predicts FBDL$_{U}$ the best; $R^2 = 0.26$, with $p < 0.0001$, suggests a weak linear fit; $\tau_b = -0.40$, with $p < 0.0001$, suggests a weak negative correlation. For the other FBDL variants, the $R^2$ values are the same, 0.00, but with very high $p$-values. The $\tau_b$ values range from -0.10 to -0.14, all with rather high $p$-values. Overall, these results show that size reduction at the reduction point does not correlate well with future FBDL and cannot well predict FBDL.

We also compare size reduction and FBDL within individual projects that have more than 5 reduced test suites (to ensure enough data points to draw any conclusions on correlations). We check if any project results in strong correlations, i.e., $R^2$ value or $\tau_b$ value greater than 0.7 [31]. For all coverage-based TSR, only one project, P18, results in $R^2 > 0.7$, with $p = 0.0030$, for predicting both FBDL$_{S}$ and FBDL$_{P}$. For mutant-based TSR, only one project, P5, results in $R^2 > 0.7$, with $p = 0.0002$, for predicting FBDL$_{S}$, FBDL$_{P}$, and FBDL$_{C}$. For $\tau_b$ values, no project results in an absolute value greater than 0.7, for either coverage- or mutant-based TSR. Even per project, size reduction and FBDL do not strongly correlate.

#### 5.2.2 Test-requirements Loss

Researchers commonly measure the effectiveness of reduced test suites at the reduction point with test-requirements loss [66]. We evaluate test-requirements loss as a predictor of FBDL. We use mutant-detection loss for coverage-based TSR and coverage loss for mutant-based TSR.

Our experiments show rather low test-requirements loss, with average 2.7% across all projects for coverage-based TSR and 2.2% for mutant-based TSR; similar low percentages were reported in recent TSR studies [21, 58, 67]. Such low percentages suggest that the reduced test suites may not miss many faults. However, we find the average FBDL$_{S}$, the most “optimistic” FBDL metric (Section 3.3) to be much higher than the average test-requirements loss. While the test-requirements loss is not equal to FBDL, it may still be a good predictor. Intuitively, the higher the test-requirements loss, the more likely the reduced test suite results in a miss-build.

Figure 4 shows a scatter plot relating the mutant-detection loss and the FBDL$_{U}$ for each coverage-based Greedy reduced test suite where we could measure mutation score. We show the prediction for FBDL$_{U}$ because mutation-detection loss predicts FBDL$_{U}$ the best.

**Figure 3:** Size reduction vs. FBDL$_{U}$ (Cov Greedy)

**Figure 4:** Mutant-detection loss vs. FBDL$_{U}$ (Cov Greedy)
best. The plot includes the linear regression line. $R^2 = 0.25$, with $p < 0.0001$, suggests a weak linear fit; $r_b = 0.28$, with $p < 0.0001$, suggests a weak positive correlation. For the other FBDL variants, $R^2$ ranges from 0.02 to 0.03. For $r_b$, the values are all the same, -0.04. For other variants, the $p$-values are all rather high.

There are similar trends for mutant-based TSR. For mutant-based HGS reduced test suites, we see coverage-loss predicts FBDL$_U$ the best, $R^2 = 0.14$, with $p < 0.0001$, suggests a weak linear correlation; $r_b = 0.18$, with $p < 0.001$, suggests a weak positive correlation. For the other FBDL variants, the $R^2$ values are the same, 0.00, but with very high $p$-values. The $r_b$ values range from 0.11 to 0.19 (where correlating with FBDL$_P$ has a higher $r_b$ value than with FBDL$_U$, but has lower $R^2$ value); the highest $p$-value is 0.0687.

We also analyze if test-requirements loss is a good predictor on a per-project basis, considering only projects with more than 5 reduced test suites. When correlating mutant-detection loss with FBDL, only one project, P14, has $R^2 > 0.7$, but only for predicting FBDL$_P$ and FBDL$_C$, with $p = 0.0027$. Two projects have $r_b > 0.7$, with the highest $p$-value being 0.0207. When correlating coverage loss with mutant-based TSR, two projects result in $R^2 > 0.7$, with the highest $p$-value being 0.0570. No project has a good $r_b$.

Overall, test-requirements loss is not a good predictor of FBDL for either coverage- or mutant-based TSR.

5.2.3 Combining Both Traditional Metrics. Test-requirements loss controlled for size reduction might result in a good predictor of FBDL. We create a linear model to correlate FBDL with a linear combination of test-requirements loss and size reduction. For coverage-based Greedy reduced test suites, mutant-detection loss and size reduction together predict FBDL$_U$ the best; $R^2 = 0.42$ (higher than before), with $p < 0.0001$. For mutant-based HGS reduced test suites, coverage loss and size reduction together predict FBDL$_U$ the best; $R^2 = 0.27$ (higher than before), with $p < 0.0001$. The correlations are still not strong. Even a more complex model that accounts for interaction of size and test-requirements loss does not predict FBDL well.

5.2.4 Historical FBDL. We propose to use historical FBDL to predict the future FBDL. The scenario is that a developer applies TSR at a past point and measures the FBDL that would have been obtained from that point until the current version; the developer then uses this historical FBDL to predict the FBDL of the same reduced test suite for future builds. (Note that this scenario does not re-reduce the test suite at the current point but reuses the exact same test suite from the past.) We simulate this scenario for each reduced test suite. We first find all the failed builds after the reduction point, then find the middle build among those failed builds, and finally compute the historical FBDL before the middle build and future FBDL after the middle build. We then compute correlation between historical and future FBDL.

Figure 5 shows a scatter plot relating the historical FBDL$_C$ and the future FBDL$_C$ for each coverage-based Greedy reduced test suite. We show the prediction for FBDL$_C$ because it is predicted the best. The plot includes the linear regression line. $R^2 = 0.57$, with $p < 0.0001$, suggests a weak linear fit; $r_b = 0.64$, with $p < 0.0001$, suggests a weak positive correlation. For the other FBDL variants, $R^2$ ranges from 0.42 to 0.56, all with $p < 0.0001$, and $r_b$ ranges from 0.40 to 0.62, all with $p < 0.0001$. For coverage-based TSR, historical FBDL is a stronger predictor than other metrics.

There are similar trends for mutant-based TSR. For mutant-based HGS reduced test suites, $R^2 = 0.55$, with $p < 0.001$, suggests a weak linear fit; $r_b = 0.65$, with $p < 0.001$, suggests a weak positive correlation. For the other FBDL variants, the $R^2$ ranges from 0.48 to 0.50, all with $p < 0.0001$, and $r_b$ range from 0.59 to 0.67, all with $p < 0.0001$ (FBDL$_P$ and FBDL$_C$ are predicted with better $r_b$ values than FBDL$_U$, but have smaller $R^2$ values). For mutant-based TSR, historical FBDL is again a stronger predictor than other metrics.

Per project, coverage-based Greedy reduced test suites for 6 projects achieve $R^2 > 0.7$, with the highest $p$-value being 0.0073; 5 projects achieve an absolute $r_b$ greater than 0.7, with the highest $p$-value being 0.0042. However, two of these projects have a negative correlation, i.e., $r_b < -0.7$. Mutant-based HGS reduced test suites for 4 projects have $R^2 > 0.7$, with the highest $p$-value 0.0038; 2 projects achieve $r_b > 0.7$, with the highest $p$-value 0.0565. Overall, per project, historical FBDL is a better predictor of future FBDL than other metrics, though still for only a subset of projects.

A2: In sum, we find that the two traditionally used metrics (size reduction and test-requirements loss) are not good predictors of FBDL. Historical FBDL is a much better predictor of future FBDL but still not strong in most cases.

5.3 RQ3: Impact of Evolution

Although we found no good predictor for FBDL at the reduction point, some correlation may still exist between FBDL and the distance (measured in terms of the number of builds) from the reduction point to the failed builds. Intuitively, a reduced test suite results in more miss-builds at a larger distance from the reduction point; if so, it could lead to some actionable insight, e.g., the developers can switch back to the original test suite after some time.

We analyze the relationship between the number of builds since reduction and FBDL. Each project is analyzed separately. All builds for a project are split into 10 bins with about the same number of builds per bin. (Projects that have a different number of builds end up with different bin sizes.) For each bin, we calculate the ratio of miss-builds out of failed builds in that bin, excluding NewOnly builds. We also compute a best fit line through the 10 points given by the ratios. The slope of this line represents a simple measure of trend in FBDL with the number of builds since reduction. A positive slope is increasing FBDL, and a negative slope is decreasing FBDL.
One may expect the slope to be positive for most of the projects, i.e., the farther the builds are from the reduction point, the more likely to have missed builds. However, the results do not show this to be the case. For example, evaluating FBDL$_{L1}$ (which is the best predicted out of all the FBDL variants) using coverage-based Greedy TSR had 9 projects with negative slopes, 8 with slope 0, and 11 with positive slopes. (4 projects did not have enough failed builds to calculate a slope.) For the projects that have a non-zero slope, we also calculated $R^2$ and $p$-values. The $R^2$ values have a median of 0.28 and $p$-values have a median of 0.1421. The generally low $R^2$ values and high $p$-values suggest that the increasing and decreasing patterns are not strong for individual projects as well. Visual inspection also showed that plots have varying patterns, not only for coverage-based Greedy TSR but for all other techniques.

A3: FBDL does not correlate well with the distances from the reduction point, showing yet again that TSR is quite unpredictable.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Our study has internal, external, and construct threats to the validity of our results. Our results may not generalize beyond the projects we evaluated. To reduce this risk, we use a diverse set of projects. Our results are based on our choice of reduction points for TSR, so a different choice may lead to different FBDL values. We reduce this risk by choosing reduction points diverse in both commit distances to failed builds and numbers of newly added tests. Different TSR algorithms guided by different criteria may result in different reduced test suites. We evaluate four widely-used TSR algorithms with two widely-used criteria.

We introduce a new metric FBDL based on mapping test failures to faults. Some of the projects in our study have a small number of flaky tests [46], which may affect our study by introducing false failures; we believe that they did not affect our key findings. We have spent substantial engineering effort trying to make the runs more reproducible using Docker, starting from the Travis Docker image [13]. Test suites may have test-order dependencies [15, 32, 43, 64, 68]. TSR inherently assumes that test suites do not have test-order dependencies [43], and our experiments assume the same.

A specific question concerning our study is whether the software project history when using TSR would look as it does when it likely did not use TSR. (Only 8 of 321 reduction points had original test suites that were smaller than those in the prior reduction point, likely because developers manually removed some tests.) If developers actually kept only the reduced test suite at some point, their behavior in the future could differ from what we see in the code repository and the build logs that used the original test suite. In theory, developers could have a completely different behavior, e.g., making different code changes or testing those changes at different times. More likely, the developers could have modified the test suites differently. For example, the developers may have added more or fewer new tests than we see currently; in the limit, a novice developer may be unaware that TSR was performed and could manually write tests similar to those that were removed.

7 RELATED WORK

Test-suite reduction (TSR) is a well-studied research topic [66]. Researchers have proposed various ways to create reduced test suites [18, 21, 23, 24, 27, 29, 33, 34, 38, 41, 44, 47, 65, 66, 69] and to evaluate the effectiveness of TSR techniques [56, 57, 62, 63, 67]. All these studies used either seeded faults or mutants to evaluate fault-detection effectiveness. We find that FBDL for a reduced test suite is much higher than its mutant-detection loss. Our definition of fault-detection effectiveness follows the approach from Wong et al. [62] and Rothermel et al. [56]; while they measured the percentage of seeded faults detected by the original test suite that the reduced test suite does not detect, we measure the percentage of failed builds where the reduced test suite does not detect all the faults. Since their experiments had one seeded fault per faulty program version, their evaluation matches our FBDL$_S$, where all test failures are mapped to the same fault. However, we have multiple mappings from test failures to faults in FFMap, allowing us to consider multiple faults in a build at a time, which is required when using test failures from real-world software evolution.

In our prior work [58], we studied the effects of software evolution on TSR. We measured the mutant-detection loss of the reduced test suite at the early, passed version where TSR is performed and the mutant-detection loss at a future, passed version. We found that the loss remains roughly the same, indicating TSR may be predictable. In this work, we also evaluate the effects of software evolution on TSR, but not through mutant-detection loss and rather through missed failed builds based on historical project build logs. Moreover, we evaluate whether the traditional loss metrics are good predictors of the missed failed builds. Unlike in our prior work, we found that TSR is unpredictable and can lead to a large percentage of missed failed builds in the future. There has been other work on prediction in the context of regression testing, but for regression test selection [35, 53, 54] as opposed to TSR.

Mutation testing is commonly used in research to evaluate the quality of testing [39]. Researchers have reported strong correlations between mutants and real faults [42] and have utilized mutants to generate tests [26, 50] and evaluate testing techniques [30, 45, 58, 59]. Our work finds that mutation testing is not a good predictor of FBDL for reduced test suites.

8 CONCLUSIONS

Automated TSR is more risky than suggested by prior research. TSR was proposed over two decades ago but since its inception it has been evaluated primarily with mutants or seeded faults. We present the first study that evaluates the cost of TSR using real test failures. Our analysis shows that FBDL can go up to 52.2%, much higher than the mutant-detection loss. Developers who are considering current TSR techniques should use FBDL to weigh whether the reduced test-suite size warrants the risk of missing faults. Real builds, however, do have potential for safe(r) TSR, so researchers could develop novel TSR techniques that either miss fewer failed builds or at least provide more predictable FBDL. Researchers should use FBDL to evaluate the quality of newly proposed TSR techniques.
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